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The Premiere Logistics in Shanghai held its the 9th Christmas 

Annual Party at Andaz Hotel on the 15th of Dec. Colleagues from 

Premiere Logistics offices across the world got together to celebrate 

the festive season and toast our efforts and successes throughout 

the year. The evening commenced in the signature wall of the front 

of the hotel.  

 

There were wonderful and exciting shows on theannual party. We 

invited an instrumentalist playing saxophone, a professional and 

lovely music band, the street dance performance and the fantastic 

acrobatics ect. The atmosphere throughout the night was fantastic!   

 

The lovely Santa Claus 

brought the gifts and 

sweet sugar attracted 

great interest of audience. 

Enjoy ourselves in 

Christmas vibe! 

The CEO Alex Liu prepared the 

lucky money in total RMB 

128,999 for 15 lucky guests. And 

the lucky prizes had iPhones, 

BEATS SOLO3 and etc. 

Congratulations on good fortune 

and share the luckiness!  

The owner family expressed the 

sincere gratitude during the 

Christmas and a prosperous New 

Year. Wishing everyone peace, joy 

and happiness.  

 

z  

  

The 9th Annual Party 

of Premiere Group 
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The annual party was brought to an end by an exciting 

activity: Beer-drinking competition. The winning team was 

chosen from the one that used the shortest time to finish beer 

on table. Active participants from each team proposed a toast 

to the next year of Premiere's success! 

                                                                               

The Ten Years’ Contribution Award to 4 perimeter’s staff – the 

marketing manager Amy Qu, the operation department (Cary 

Zhang and Wendy Lu) and the finance department Jenny Yang. 

Sincerely thanks them for diligent and mature, dynamic and 

honest work.  

The outstanding achievement offices were Beijing office, 

Chongqing office, Guangzhou office and Ho Chi Minh office. 

These offices made the most profitable in 2018. The 

representations of offices accepted the prize. The excellent 

performance encourages each office to make progress. 

 

  
A warm surprising birthday party was held for two colleagues 

who were welcoming their birthdays in December. “It is really 

special and unforgettable to celebrate birthday                                                                                                                           

together with all team members and friends 

came from afar. That feels like spending             

a warm evening with family,” one 

 birthday star said happily. 

We invited four 

entrepreneurs to enjoy us. We 

appreciate this opportunity 

during the Christmas and a 

prosper year to express our 

sincere gratitude for you and 

yours. 

On the 24Th Dec, the 

Christmas eve, the all 

Shanghai colleague reunion 

again have a lunch and cheers. 
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 PLASTIC SUPPLY CHAIN TURNS OFF THE TAP 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

           

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

HP Inc. and IKEA are joining the NextWave Plastics 

global consortium—a collaborative initiative that 

brings together leading companies to "turn off the 

tap" of plastic entering the ocean. The goal is not 

only to scale their own ocean-bound plastics supply 

chain efforts, but to also extend across industries to 

make it commercially viable for all, for maximum 

impact. 

 

Since September 2016, when it announced that it 

would join the First Mile Coalition to clean up 

plastic waste and create economic opportunity for 

Haiti, HP and its partners have built a fully 

functioning ocean-bound plastics supply chain 

using bottles collected in Haiti. Along with joining 

NextWave, the tech giant has sourced 250 metric 

tons of ocean-bound plastics from Haiti; more than 

12 million plastic bottles are being upcycled into 

Original HP ink cartridges instead of entering the 

Caribbean Sea. 

In June 2018, IKEA announced its updated 

sustainability strategy, with new commitments to 

become people and planet positive by 2030. 

Commitments include removing single-use plastic 

products across its stores by 2020 and designing all 

IKEA products with new circular principles by 

2030, with the goal to use only renewable and 

recycled materials. 

 

 

In 2017, as part of a United Nations commitment to 

Sustainable Development Goal 14, Dell 

Technologies and Lonely Whale launched 

NextWave Plastics to build on Dell's ocean-bound 

plastic program launched in 2016. Since then, 

NextWave members Bureo, Dell Technologies, 

General Motors, Herman Miller, Humanscale, 

Interface, and Trek Bicycle have each developed 

their product use cases to demonstrate the viability 

of integrating ocean-bound plastics found in areas 

such as Indonesia, Chile, Philippines, Cameroon, 

and Denmark, into their supply chains. 

NextWave member companies are currently 

sourcing verified ocean-bound plastics from many 

countries. They are committed to expanding supply 

chain efforts in those countries. Through these 

efforts, NextWave companies will also expand the 

types of material sourced and will work closely with 

other supply chain development initiatives to create 

scale within priority communities. 
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ABOUT US -- Premiere Group 

Address: Rm.603&604, Building B, No.28 Xuanhua Rd.  
Changning District, Shanghai,200050,China.  
 
TEL/FAX: 86-21-32506989 / 86-21-32505989    
 
Website: www.premiere-logistics.com 
 
Email: marketing@sha.premiere-logistics.com 

http://www.premiere-logistics.com/

